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T* integral, which includes J integral as a special case, is shown to be a material property
suitable for characterizing crack propagation in thin 2024-T3 aluminum sheets. The T*
resistance curve, which was generated through stable crack growth tests of single edgenotched (SEN) and central notched (CN) specimens, were used to predict curved crack
growth and crack link-up of in-line multiple cracks. T* integral for rapid crack growth
reached a maximum value at the terminal crack velocity.
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INTRODUCTION
The T*ε [1], which is a path dependent integral based on incremental theory of plasticity, circumvents much of the difficulties
encountered by the J-integral as shown by Brust et. al. [2]. Recently, the author and his colleagues [3] used experimental,
numerical and hybrid experimental/numerical techniques to demonstrate the utility of the T*ε integral in characterizing stable crack
growth in thin aluminum fracture specimens. This study was followed by dynamic and curved crack growth and crack coalescence
analyses. These results are summarized in the following.
T* INTEGRAL
The numerical analyses by Brust et. al. [2] showed that the T* integral in the very vicinity of the crack tip reaches a plateau with
crack extension under creep and cyclic loading. In contrast, the local J-integral vanishes with crack growth. This local T*, which
is designated as T*ε is [1]:
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where ti is the surface traction on the contour Γε, W is the strain energy density and n1 is the first component of the normal to the
curve. Γε is an arbitrary small contour immediately surrounding the crack tip and more importantly it elongates together with crack
extension. T*ε, as defined by Equation (1), is identical in form of the J integral and therefore T*ε coincides with J where the
deformation theory of plasticity prevails. In terms of incremental theory of plasticity, T*ε integral at the end of the Nth load steps
is the sum of ∆T*ε which is the incremental change of T*ε over a load step or
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The current T*ε, as defined by Equation (2), is thus dependent on the prior loading history, a property that is essential for elasticplastic analysis under crack growth. Although such incremental analysis can be routinely conducted by finite element analysis, it
is not practical in experimental analysis as the cumulative experimental errors per load step will eventually overwhelm the sought
data. Fortunately, Pyo et al [4] have shown, through numerical experiments, that the total T*ε integral computed directly by using
the stresses and strains based on the incremental theory of plasticity, was for practical purpose equal to the summed ∆T*ε of
Equation (2). Thus Equation (1) can be used for crack growth study without the cumbersome incremental procedure provided the
states of stress and strain are based on the incremental theory of plasticity. More recently, T*ε was also studied extensively by by
Nishioka and his colleagues [5].

ε is governed by the plate thickness for a plane stress state to exist along the integration contour of Γε. This distance, ε, is equated
to the plate thickness after Narashimhan and Rosakis [6]1. For a plane strain state, this characteristic distance could be several
times the crack tip radius.
METHOD OF APPROACH
By restricting the integration contour very close to and along the extending crack, Okada and Atluri [7] have shown that the
contour integration trailing the crack tip can be neglected by virtue of the closeness of Γε to the traction free crack surface. Since
the contour integral is now restricted to the frontal portion of Γε , the deformation theory of plasticity can now be used to compute
the stresses in the loaded portion of Γε. The experimental procedure consisted of measuring the two orthogonal displacement
fields surrounding a stably growing or a rapidly propagating crack in thin, single edge notched (SEN), central notched (CN) and
compact (CT), 2024-T3 aluminum specimens. The strains and stresses, using the equivalent stress-strain and the measured
uniaxial stress-strain data of the 2024-T3 sheet, were computed. Finally, Equation (1) was evaluated numerically along the
contour, Γε.
RESULTS
SEN and CN Specimens
Experimentally determined T*ε integral data of one SEN specimen and five CN specimens of different cracks lengths with saw cut
or fatigued crack tip are shown in Fig. 1. For a contour size of Γε = 1 mm, the T*ε data for the 152.4 mm and 254 mm wide
specimens are approximately equal. Other than the 50.8 mm wide CN specimens, the experimental T*ε data of the SEN and CN
specimens practically coincide thus suggesting that the T*ε is a geometry-independent material property of this material. The T*ε
resistance curve represents the average of this data. As shown in Fig. 1, the T*ε resistance curve rises at the initial stage of crack
growth and reaches a constant value during steady crack growth. In contrast, the global J resistance curve, JR, continually rises
with stable crack extension and includes energy from other sources.
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The three-dimensional elastic-plastic finite element analysis of a flat crack in plate by Narashimhan and Rosakis [17] showed that
the plane stress state prevailed at one half of the plate thickness from the crack tip. Since a 100 percent shear lip is the norm in
ductile fracture, the minimum distance, ε, was conservatively picked as the plate thickness.

Fig. 1. SEN and CN experimental T*ε resistance curve (Γε = 1mm)
While the J integral based instability criterion is determined on a global basis, the instability criterion for T*ε integral is locally
based. During steady crack growth, the state of stress is in equilibrium and thus the parameter characterizing this phenomenon
should be constant. When the driving force exceed the material’s resistance, i.e. T*ε > T*εR., instability will occur without an
additional applied load or a displacement.
For crack growth simulation, a load or displacement was applied as the boundary condition and the crack was propagated when
T*ε > T*εR. With the prescribed load or displacement held constant, T*ε was evaluated again for the extended crack. If T*ε
remained greater than T*εR , the crack was extended again, and T*ε was re-evaluated. The crack continued to extend until T*ε
dropped below T*εR. Additional load/displacement was applied to the specimen until T*ε was equal to T*εR where upon another
node was released to extend the crack. This procedure was repeated until no additional load or displacement was required to
propagate the crack. At that point, instability was assumed to have occurred. The results identified as “FE” in Fig. 1 show that
this simulation compared very well with the experimental data.
Curved Crack Growth
Twenty four biaxial test specimens were fabricated without or with bonded, bonded and riveted and integral pad-up tear straps and
tested to failure. The results obtained in six tests, i.e. without tear straps, with bonded, bonded and riveted and machined pad-up
tear straps are report in this paper. Figure 2 shows the variation in T*1ε, which corresponds to the mode I contour integral of
Equation (1), along the frontal portion of Γε at various crack tip locations of the curved cracks. The steady state T*1ε in this study
coincides with the corresponding T*ε resistance curve of Fig. 1. The increase in T*1ε of Experiments B21 and B25, as the crack

Fig. 2. T*1ε variation with curved crack growth.
approaches the tear strap, represents the increased resistance to crack growth in these machined pad-up tear straps. Such an
increase was not observed in Experiments B9 and B15, thus suggesting that the bonded and bonded-riveted tear straps may not be
as effective as the machined pad-up tear straps in resisting curve crack extension. Indeed, the final load at fracture in the machined
pad-up tear straps was 30 percent higher than that of the bonded and bonded-riveted tear straps.
T*2ε, which is the mode II equivalent of T*1ε, oscillated about its null value throughout the entire curved crack extension. These
results suggest that T*1ε is the resistance for a locally self-similar crack growth and that the crack curves in the direction of
vanishing T*2ε. These results are the elastic-plastic counterpart to the vanishing KII criterion for curved elastic crack growth [8,9].
The experimentally determined value of T*1ε during stable crack growth is approximately 120 MPa-mm which is 5 percent higher
than the T*!ε resistance curve in Figure 1.
Crack Link-up
The feasibility of using the T*ε resistance curve of Fig. 1 to predict crack growth and linkup in the presence of mulitple site
damage (MSD) was tested through a series of MSD experiments. The experimental procedure consisted of determining the T*ε
integral experimentally and measuring the crack growth and linkup in MSD2 specimens with two cracks, MSD3 specimens with a
center/lead crack approaching two holes with MSD cracks and MSD5 specimens with a center/lead crack and four holes. These
specimens were machined from the same Al 2024-T3 clad aluminum sheet of thickness 0.8 mm. All cracks were oriented in the LT direction and special buckling guides were used to prevent the out-of-pane buckling of the fracture specimen.
Specimens MSD5_08 (ligament = 12.7 mm and amsd = 2.5 mm) and MSD5_13 (ligament 20.32 mm amsd = 2.5 mm) failed
simultaneously with the first crack linkup. The experimental T*ε versus crack extension for both specimens are shown in Figs.
3(a) and (b). In both cases, all the cracks exhibited stable crack growth at T*ε values similar to the CN specimen. Crack tips C and

D extended approximately 3 mm and 1.5 mm prior to linking up. Specimen MSD5_16, which had the same crack configuration as
MSD5_08, was subjected to three cyclic loads. At each cycle, the load was increased until crack tip D extended approximately 0.8
mm. The specimen was then unloaded to 10% of the maximum load. Experimental T*ε was evaluated for each crack extension as
the specimen was cyclic loaded. Figure 3(c) shows that T*ε values under cyclic and monotonic loads are the same during crack
growth. Thus the T*ε generated from a monotonically loaded CN specimen may also be used to characterize low cycle fatigue
crack growth.
Dynamic Crack Propagation
Dynamic T*ε has been previously determined experimentally using the laser caustic method by Nishioka et al in 1991 [10]. In this
study [11, 12], dynamic moiré interferometry was used to determine the transient displacement fields perpendicular and parallel to
the running crack in 7075-T6 aluminum alloy, single edge notch (SEN) specimen. The SEN specimen was either fatigue
precracked or blunt notched for low and high crack velocity tests, respectively. By neglecting the contour integral behind the
propagating crack, only a partial near-crack contour at ε = 2 mm from the crack was used in the integration process thus
simplifying the T*ε computation. The measured crack tip displacement field was also used to compute the LEFM-based strain
energy release rate, G.
Data in Fig. 4 identified as the first series is from Lee, Kokaly and Kobayashi [11] using fatigue precracked specimens and the
second series refers to the data from the blunt notched specimens [12]. When plotted in terms of the crack velocity, the combined
first and second series of tests, T*ε increased with increasing crack velocity and eventually leveled off at a terminal velocity of
about 300 m/s as shown in Fig. 4. Literature on dynamic fracture show that the LEFM based dynamic strain energy release rate,
GID with respect to crack velocity exhibits a characteristic gamma-shaped curve. The LEFM based GID for the dynamic fracture
tests of 7075-T6 aluminum specimens and the blunt-notched 7075-T6 SEN specimens of Kobayashi and Engstrom [13] did yield
this gamma-shaped curve. The LEFM approach results in a terminal velocity, which is insensitive to the variation in the driving
force, GID, while the T*ε approach, based on elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM), suggests that the terminal crack velocity is
a consequence of the saturation of the dissipated plastic energy.
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Fig. 3. T*ε associated with stable crack growth.
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Fig. 4. T*ε versus crack velocity.
CONCLUSIONS
The experimental evidences accumulated over the past six years suggest that T*ε integral is a material property characterizing
stable and dynamic crack growth. Specifically:
1.
2.
3.
4.

T*ε resistance curve reaches a plateau with static and dynamic crack growth
Crack curves in the direction of vanishing T*2ε and grows with T*!ε following the T*ε resistance curve.
A crack instability criterion based on the T*ε resistance curve was proposed and experimentally verified.
Dynamic T*ε value reached a constant value at terminal crack velocity.
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